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ACCURATE FIRE LOCATION

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this system is to provide a quick,

accurate, and inexpensive method of locating fires from look

outs. It is not to replace the standard procedure but to

streamline it, eliminate guesswork, and reduce area burned.

THE SYSTEM

The principle of the system lies in the fact that the

intersection of two lines definitely places a point. The two

lines made use of in the system are the vertical line of

sight from the lookout and the profile line of the earth

through the lookout. ( The fundamental use of profiles in

locating fires is shown in an article MA Supplement To The

Firefinder" by Wallace B. Eubanks, Journal of Forestry,

41: 70, 1943. )

In practice the utility of the system is brought

about by predetermining horizontal distance for eech combin

ation of vertical angle and azimuth angle. To locate a fire

the lookout reads vertical angle and azimuth from the fire-

finder, looks in the data book for the combination, and finds

the horizontal distance to the fire.



CONSTRUCTING THE SYSTEM

The predetermined factors of vertical angle and

horizontal distance are taken from topographic maps by the

use of a transparent guide, which forms an invisible profile

line intersected by the vertical angles.

MAPS

The topographic maps may be obtained from the Corps

of Army Engineers, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Coast &

Geodetic Survey, 0. & C. Administration, Soil Conservation

Service, Soil Surveys, or private concerns.

The scale may be from one-half to two inches equal

one mile with any contour interval.

The following should be done in preparation of the

map:

a. Assure accurate position of the lookout on the

map.

b. Determine accurately a true north-south line

through the lookout position by — either reference to the

public land survey base meridian or reference to lines of

longitude.

c. Draw radius lines from north every 4 degrees

about the azimuth with the lookout as center to a scale

distance of 15 miles.
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TRANSPARENT GUIDE

The transparent guide employs four factors which are

placed in their relative positions by scale calculations from

the map. These factors are: ( see Fig. 1 )

a. A grid of horizontal lines representing elevation

from sea level to firefinder height.

b. A grid of vertical lines representing horizontal

distance from the lookout.

c. An accurate mark representing the exact position

of the lookout.

d. A vertical angle scale based on a horizontal line

through the firefinder.

These factors are placed on transparent material as

definite lines so they can be easily distinguished from lines

and features on the map.

MATERIALS

The most satisfactory materials for the transparent

guide are Trace-o-Film, Ply-o-Film, or transparent celluloid

of 0.015 inches to 0.10 inches thickness. If the thin

material is used -- 0.015 inches or less — it may be punct

ured in the manufacturing process. With any thickness the

lines must be cut on one side and used with the material

reversed with the lines next to the map.
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Otherwise the thickness of the material would cause false

line of sight and very serious errors.

Trace-o-Film is the best material for this use

because it is surfaced to receive pencil and ink marks and

will thus allow preliminary marking and notations before the

final lines are inscribed. The other materials work as well

in use but have the one disadvantage of not taking pencil

marks. There is very little difference in cost of the three

materials.

ELEVATION GRID

The horizontal lines of this grid ( see Fig. 1 )

must have accurate, consistent, and parallel spacing and be

fine, dark, definite, and visible against a complex back

ground. They will represent every 100 or 200 foot intervals

of elevation to scale from sea level to firefinder height.

The following steps must be taken to Insure proper

spacing of the elevation grid lines:

a. Calculate to scale the spacing interval so that

the lines will fall on even 100 or 200 foot elevations.

b. From experience it is found that the most prac

tical spacing is 0.02 inch. Any closer spacing is nearly

impossible if the requirements for the lines are to be upheld,

especially considering the mechanics of ruling such lines.

Greater spacing of the lines is possible only with greater

map scale.



c. With a map scale of 1/62,500; 0.507 inch equals

1 mile and 0.0192 inch equals 100 feet. For all practical

purposes 0.02 inch equals 100 feet. The elevation grid for

a map of this scale would consider elevations marked every

100 feet.

d. With a map scale of 1/125,000; 1.014 inch equals

1 mile and 0.0192 inch equals 200 feet. For all practical

purposes 0.02 inch equals 200 feet. The elevation grid for

a map of this scale would consider elevations marked every

200 feet with accurate interpolation to 100 feet.

e. With map scales larger than 1/62,500; the line

spacing must be calculated from the map scale so that lines

fall on even 100 or 200 foot elevations and not on odd eleva

tions. Otherwise the operator would have to deal with slow

and inaccurate interpolation.

The lines can most easily be separated on the trans

parent material by means of pin pricks. Then they can be

cut into the material with a large sewing needle fastened to

a wooden handle. It will be necessary to experiment to be

able to cut smooth, deep lines. Lines v/ith ragged edges are

not desirable. Omit every fifth line or every 1000 foot line

for speed and accuracy of use. Fill the cut with black India

ink by means of a fine ruling pen.
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LOOKOUT MARK

Since 0.0192 inch equals 200 feet and 0.02 inch

equals 200 feet is used for practical purposes, the placing

of a lookout mark of 4000 feet elevation by stepping up by

200 foot intervals would place the lookout mark 83 feet high

er by scale than it actually is. This would upset the ver

tical angle scale and the subsequent system. To eliminate

this accumulative error, the elevation of the firefinder is

calculated to scale and a point is marked to indicate the

firefinder elevation independent of the elevation grid. To

eliminate the discrepancy between the top of the elevation

grid and the lookout mark, the top one or two of the grid

lines is omitted. The top lines are little used because the

terrain seldom reaches lookout height within 15 miles distance.

In case it does, the top few lines of the grid can be modi

fied to meet the situation. The cumulative error has no

effect within the grid lines because the thickness of the

lines and human errors absorb the differences.

A fine, short horizontal and vertical line is cut

above the zero end of the distance grid with the intersection

indicating the exact scale position of the lookout.

( see Fig. 1 )
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DISTANCE GRID

The vertical lines of this grid ( see Fig. 1 ) must

be dark and easily read and have consistent spacing. They

will represent horizontal distance from the lookout at inter

vals of one or two-tenth miles to a limit of 15 miles. The

limit of 15 miles has been chosen because it is the average

limit of visibility range and because the accuracy of both

azimuth and vertical angles is unreliable past that distance.

At 15 miles horizontal distance a lookout sighting to level

ground 3400 feet below him would have an area of sight

divergence of i by 1 mile within a difference of 10 minutes

of vertical angle and 4 degrees of pzimuth angle. This is

the maximum possible divergence.

From the map scale calculate the placement of each

mile grid to eliminate the cumulative error in progressive

measurement. Divide each mile with 1/10 or 1/5 mile

grids, extend the mile grids above the height of the lookout

mark, label them, and confine the division lines to the width

of the elevation grid.

Cut all the lines in with the needle and fill the cut

with blue Indi8 ink for contrast with the elevation grid.
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VERTICAL ANGLE SCALE

The vertical angle scale ( see Fig. 1 ) must provide

an accurate and clear index of vertical angles measured from

the firefinder as horizontal and center but must not inter

fere with the elevation and distance grid.

This scale can be transferred from a large protractor

and projected to vertical lines under and beyond the grids.

In any event do not place a portion of the scale less than 6

inches from the lookout mark because it will cause inaccurate

division of the scale. As a rule, angles greater than 10

degrees need not be divided to less than 30 minutes while the

angles less than 10 degrees and especially those less than 5

degrees must be divided to 15 minute intervals.

Use the Intersection of short and long lines with a

vertical line as the degree Indices. Fill the cuts with

blue India ink.

REVOLVING RULER

The revolving ruler is a long, narrow piece of trans

parent material with a single, fine line through the length.

It Is used with the transparent guide to form a line of sight

of vertical angle in constructing the system. The material

for the ruler should be transparent celluloid of 0.10 or 0.15

inches thickness cut 1 inch wide by 12 inches long.
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A single line is cut middle-lengthwise of the piece and

filled with blue Indi8 ink. A pin-size hole is drilled

through the piece on the line within one-half inch of one

end. This line is termed the revolving line.

DATA BOOK

The data book is the working tool of the system. It

contains the predetermined factors of vertical angle and

horizontal distance for every fourth degree of azimuth angle.

It must have at least 90 pages each of which has width and

length sufficient to record 70 separate items under the

columns of vertical 8ngle, horizontal distance, and landmarks.

( see Fig. 2 ) Each page will be distinctly marked accord

ing to the azimuth angle the data was taken from and Indexed

with angles two degrees each side of the azimuth line. For

instance: data taken from azimuth 88 would be Indexed 86-90.

The vertical angles and horizontal distances would be effect

ive in locating a fire within this range of azimuths. The

book is indexed externally every 45 degrees to facilitate

rapid location of azimuth lines.

The following are a few types of books which fit this

purpose:

a. A book printed to order as is the page shown in

Fig. 2 will accommodate all factors easily but the cost is

high — about $1.50 apiece for paper and printing plus 35

cents for a plastic spiral binding.



86' -**- 90*
V A. Horz. D is).

LandmarKs
Deg. Min. Miles

20 07

19 075

18 0-8

17

16 065

[5 0-9

14 1.0
13 1.2
12 1.3

30 1.4

11 1-6
30 1.7

10 16
30 1-9

9 20
30 21

8 22
45 2.4
30 2.6-3-2 <29 6osa<ie CrK.

7 3.3 36 5 Gosa<Je CrK.
30 3-9

6 40
30 4 1

5 42 53 Guiley CrK.
15 4-5—5 6 5 5 Road

A 6-0-6-2
30 63-74 173 Lost CrK.

3 75

30 76
2 76—83

30 84
1 8.5 • • • • CreeK

30 87-9.4:
15 56 91 Eagles Res\ T rail

0 10-9-15 106 Sawloo)h Rock

Fig. 2 DATA BOOK
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b. A form made and mimeographed on good heavy bond

paper will give as good results as the printed-to-order job
and will cost only 30 cents plus binding.

c. Small, commercial account or notebooks may be

used but the spacing of data and quality of paper will not be

so flexible as the other types. These will cost from 10 to

50 cents.

The best binding is one which will turn easily, lie

flat, and be durable.

TAKING DATA FROM THE MAP

The following order of processes should be used to

insure accurate data being taken from the map:

a. Place the transparent guide on the map — lines

against the map -- the zero elevation line through the map

lookout and out along the azimuth line - the zero distance

line also through the map lookout ( the map lookout and the

lookout mark do not coincide ) - fasten the guide to the map

with scotch tape.

b. Fasten the revolving ruler to the guide and map

by driving a pin through the ruler and the lookout mark Into

a desk. This enables the ruler line to rotate about the

lookout mark.

c Beginning at minus 20 degrees, swing the revolv

ing line to cross —20 degrees on the vertical angle scale.
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Look along the revolving line until a point is located where

the scale elevation coincides with the ground elevation

directly below it on the azimuth line. ( see Fig. 3 ) This

will be the point where the lookouts' line of sight inter

sects the ground. Record the vertical angle and horizontal

distance in the proper columns of the data book. Move the

revolving line to —19 degrees, locate the corresponding

elevations, and record the data. Proceed on up the vertical

angle scale and out in distance until the 15 mile limit is

reached.

d. Proceed around the azimuth circle until every one

of the 90 azimuth lines has been surveyed. The work should

take about 20 minutes for each azimuth line.

Varying details of procedure are as follows:

a. In situations where the line of sight cannot be

depressed as far as —20 degrees ( intervening rocks, timber,

etc. ), begin the survey at a point where the distant terrain

is first visible.

b. In the regions of — 20 to — 15 degrees the change

of distance for each degree will be about l/lO mile. If this

change does not take place within a degree, move up the scale

until the change is appreciable.

c. There will be times at —20 to —15 degrees when

a one degree change will give 2/10 to 3/10 mile change in

distance ( according to the topography ). To keep the

distance change within l/lO mile, take data on the half

degrees.
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d. At greater vertical angles and short distances

the crest that causes a blind area will be difficult to de

tect. Test for these crests and take data for them.

e. Large blind areas will be apparent from the map

contours. Take data for each crest causing the blind area

and record the distance at both extremities of the blind area

opposite one vertical angle and designate these blind areas

with a horizontal red line over the data. ( see Fig. 2 )

f. Some blind areas not so apparent will be brought

out by the difficulty experienced in matching elevations

along certain vertical angles. A coincidence will be found

outside the blind area and by shifting the revolving line and

testing, the limits of the blind area will be found.

g. Record the horizontal distance to all roads,

houses, campgrounds, etc. where fire risk and hazard are high

within the blind areas. This will aid in possible location

of a smoke coming from the blind area and result in greater

accuracy than pure guesswork.

h. Take the vertical angle and horizontal distance

to all visible roads, creeks, trails, houses, mills, rail

roads, etc. and enter the facts in the data book. These

small bits of information will aid in training a lookout and

in placing a fire.

i. At small vertical angles ( 0 to 4 degrees ) care

must be taken to use consistently one side of the revolving

line in taking data. Thickness of the line and small angles

of intersection of lines will cause appreciable error.
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CONSTRUCTION TIME

With all materials available:

Prepare map

Transparent Guide

Revolving Ruler

Data Book

Take Data From Map

20 minutes

1 hour

10 minutes

not included

35 hours

TOTAL ... 36 to 40 hours

COSTS

I #

Map free or 0.13

Transparent Material

Trace-o-Film 0.015 inch 0.15

Ply-o-Film

Celluloid

Celluloid 0.10 inch 0.15 0.30

Books - bound

Printed-to-order 1.85

Mimeographed 0.65

Ready-made - used - 0.25 0.25

Incidentals 0.25

Labor • not considered - 0.00

TOTAL ... $ 0.93
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is Imperative that the map location of the look

out be accurate. If the lookout is represented wrongly on

the map it will cause the angles based on elevation to be

false, the azimuth angles to be false, and the fire location

by the system to be little better than guesswork. The map

location of the lookout can be checked from data given by

U.S. Geological and Geodetic Surveys which determine accur

ate elevations and location with reference to latitude and

longitude meridians and public land survey base meridians.

Their data usually includes reference angles to other promi

nent landmarks or a reference bearing from the lookout to a

triangulation point on the same peak.

The orientation of the firefinder with reference to

the surrounding terrain must be accurate. The firefinder

azimuth must coincide with the true azimuth in order that

actual azimuth angles correspond with map azimuth angles and

then with compass azimuths. The orientation for azimuth can

be checked with known angles taken from triangulation surveys.

If the firefinder is leveled on a stable base and the proper

cross hair Is used in taking vertical angles, the vertical

angle will be accurate. Standard lookout procedure should be

followed In checking the orientation daily.
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When no topographic map is available or the map does

not cover distances to 15 miles from the lookout, It becomes

necessary to take the data of vertical angle and horizontal

distance by actual field work. The method consists of esti

mating horizontal distance for each vertical angle along each

of the 90 azimuth lines with checks by known distances shown

on the firefinder map. The value of the system made by field

inspection is based on the greater accuracy of possible fire

location by an experienced man as compared with the accuracy

of the temporarily employed man. With care, the accuracy of

the system made by this method can be nearly as good as the

one made from the topographic map. The field inspection

method will take about the same time as the map method.

USING THE SYSTEM

The system can very easily be put to two different

methods of use.

a. The data book remains with the lookout. He takes

a vertical angle and azimuth reading to the fire, opens the

book to the proper azimuth and finds the horizontal distance

to the fire opposite the vertical angle. He determines the

legal description of the fire location from the firefinder

map and reports the fact to the dispatcher. The lookout man

does no guesswork nor estimation. He finds two known facts

and locates the fire from them with no lost time.
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With the book and its listed landmarks he can train himself

to know the country and to estimate distance more accurately.

b. All books for the district can remain with the

dispatcher. He will receive a lookout report of vertical

angle and azimuth and will find the horizontal distance in

the book for that lookout. Then with azimuth and distance

he determines the land location of the fire from the dispatch

board. Here there is also no guesswork nor lost time.

SUMMARY

With 35 hours of field or office work, a compact and

durable system can be constructed to enable any lookout to

locate a fire quickly and accurately. The system will make

possible accurate fire location at night and give a basis on

which to estimate the location of smoke coming from a blind

area. It permits easy and accurate location where no cross-

shots can be taken. It provides a means of training lookouts

to estimate distance and know terrain. It speeds up reports

and the subsequent dispatch system. One fire saved by its

quick and accurate action will more than pay for the costs.

It makes the smoke chaser's job easier by giving him accurate

fire location. It provides means for constructing more

detailed seen-area and timber type maps.




